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Singing voice research at the Speech and Cognition Department, GIPSA-lab, Grenoble, France

NATHALIE HENRICH & CHRISTOPHE SAVARIAUX

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH LABORATORY

GIPSA-lab: Grenoble Images Speech Signal Automatism

Located at Grenoble in the heart of the French Alps, GIPSA-lab is a multidisciplinary laboratory where both theoretical and applied scientific research is conducted on signals and systems, be they physical, biological, cognitive or industrial. GIPSA-lab is a joint research unit (UMR 5216) of the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) associated with the Engineering and Systems Sciences Institute, of Grenoble Institute of Technologies, of Grenoble University of Sciences, Technology and Health (University Joseph Fourier) and of the Human Sciences University (University Stendhal). It also has partnerships with the French National Institute for Research in Computer Science and Control (INRIA), with Grenoble’s Science of the Universe Observatory (OSUG), and with the University of Social Sciences (University Pierre Mendès-France). Its 330-person staff includes around 140 permanent researchers, 120 PhD students, 30 post-PhD students and visiting researchers (per year), 40 people in administrative and technical services (secretariat, finance, communications, documentation, computing, logistics and experimental platforms). GIPSA-lab is composed of three Departments (Speech and Cognition, Image and Signal, Automatism) and 12 research teams, several of which are pertinent to singing. The singing-voice research is conducted in the Speech and Cognition Department.

Speech and Cognition Department (DPC)

The Speech and Cognition Department has developed a multi-disciplinary field of expertise on human communication, ranging from physics, signal processing to phonetics and language sciences, integrative neurosciences and cognitive psychology. The research studies conducted in the Department aim at increasing scientific knowledge on language, voice and speech communication, at studying and modelling voice and speech signals, together with the physiological and cognitive systems which process them and the linguistic systems which organize them, and at creating virtual conversational agents able to communicate with humans.
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EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORMS

Several experimental platforms have been developed at the Speech and Cognition Department of GIPSA-lab to study voice and speech, communication behaviors in the case of human-human or computer-human interaction, and to evaluate physical models of human voice production.

Experimental Unit (Stendhal) to measure speech and singing on human

The Stendhal experimental unit is dedicated to the characterization of phonatory and articulatory behaviours, and to their audio and visual consequences (if any). The available devices include:

- an electromagnetic articulograph (EMA), which tracks articulatory movements by the use of tiny electromagnetic coils attached to a subject’s tongue, lips, or palate in the mid-sagittal plane
- a DPS system for simultaneous capture of three video streams from three high-quality video camera
- a dual-channel electroglottograph (EGG), which measures the vocal-folds contact area
- a computer-aided voice evaluation device (EVA), which allows simultaneous acquisition of electroglottographic signals and acoustical-aerodynamical voice parameters, such as the radiated acoustical pressure at the lips, the oral and nasal airflow, and the aerodynamical intra-oral pressure (see Figure 3, left panel)
- a device for measuring vocal-tract resonance frequencies during speech or singing (RESONANCE), by injecting the vocal-tract at the lips with a calibrated acoustical-flow source (see Figure 3, right panel)
- a portable ultrasound machine (Terason) to examine tongue shape and movements in phonation
The measurements are done inside one of the two soundproof and anechoic chambers available at the Department. A portable ultrasound system will soon complete the available devices for measuring real-time articulatory movements.

**MICAL unit for face-to-face interaction**

The MICAL unit has been set up to study face-to-face speech communication between two humans, or between a human and an animated conversational agent. It allows recording and characterisation of the shared signals: speech, eye gaze, gestures, posture, and facial expressions. The available devices include several eye trackers, a motion-capture system and an audio-video recording system for face-to-face communication.

**AEROACOUSTIC unit for in-vitro measurement of physical phenomena related to voice production**

The experimental set-ups developed in this unit are designed to reproduce, control and measure aerodynamical and/or acoustical phenomena occurring during human voice production, so as to evaluate theoretical physical models. The lower and upper airways are made of simplified replicas, on which acoustical pressure-field distribution and volume-flow rate are measured, in addition to flow visualisation. The vocal folds vibratory behaviour is reproduced by means of a self-oscillating replica composed of latex tubes (the ‘folds’) filled with water under pressure. Static or motor-controlled constrictions can be added to study the impact of ventricular folds, tongue, or lips.

**CURRENT SINGING-VOICE RESEARCH PROJECTS**

Selected studies conducted on the singing voice at the Speech and Cognition Department of GIPSA-lab will now be briefly described. All these studies result from national and/or international collaborations. The main partners are:

- at a national level: Lutherie Acoustique Musique (LAM) Team (IJLRA, Paris), Audio Acoustique (AA) Team (LIMSI, Orsay), Phonetics and Phonology Laboratory and European Hospital Georges Pompidou (Paris), Speech and Language Laboratory (Aix-en-Provence), University-Hospital La Timone (Marseille).
- at an international level: University-Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf (Germany), Music Acoustics Group (School of Physics, UNSW, Sydney, Australia).

**Singing-voice registers and identification of laryngeal mechanisms**

One to several registers may be used in singing (Henrich, 2006). Singing-voice registers are defined by their perceived homogeneity of timbre. They are characterised by specific adjustments of the breathing, phonatory and articulatory systems. They may also be exclusively defined on a laryngeal level. They are then synonymous with laryngeal mechanisms, and they correspond to specific biomechanical and functional adjustments. In speaking and singing, the human voice makes use of four laryngeal mechanisms (M0, M1, M2, M3 – see Henrich, 2006; Roubeau, Henrich, & Castellengo, 2009). Much has still to be discovered on the M0 and M3 mechanisms, which are used to produce the lowest and highest tones among the human vocal pitch range. Laryngeal mechanisms M1 (the “chest” or “modal” laryngeal register) and M2 (“falsetto” (for men) or “head” (for women) laryngeal register) are better understood. They correspond to a coupling (M1) or decoupling (M2) between the superficial and deep layers of the vocal folds. Electroglostography, which is used to measure glottal contact, is helpful for identification the laryngeal-mechanism of a given voice production (Henrich, d’Alessandro, Castellengo, & Doval, 2004). The EGG-signal amplitude is often much weaker in M2 than in M1, and the correlates between glottal parameters such as the contact, open or closed quotients, and pitch and voice intensity are dependent on the laryngeal mechanism (Henrich, d’Alessandro, Castellengo, & Doval, 2005).
Resonance strategies in western classical singing and in Bulgarian women singing

Direct measurement of vocal-tract resonance frequencies during singing allows both the study of the resonance strategies of singers and relating them to the glottal vibratory behavior measured by electroglottography. The first-resonance frequency ($R_1$) is nearly always higher or close to the first voice harmonic ($f_0$) to improve the energy transfer between the acoustical glottal source and the radiated space. Above pitch D5 (Joliveau, Smith, & Wolfe, 2004), soprano singers tune the first resonance frequency to the first harmonic ($R_1: f_0$). They usually keep this tuning as high in pitch as they can, by acting on their articulators (such as mouth opening, jaw lowering). In the top part of their vocal range, they may make use of other strategies, such as a $R_2: f_0$ tuning (Garnier, Henrich, Smith and Wolfe, 2010). As long as the sung pitch remains below the first-resonance frequency, male and female singers do not show a single systematic resonance-tuning strategy (Henrich, Smith, & Wolfe, 2011). Their various strategies depend on the sung vowel and on the desired timbre. As an example, Bulgarian female singers make use of a systematic $R_1: 2f_0$ tuning between the first resonance frequency and the second harmonic, so as to boost the spectral energy of this harmonic and to produce a timbre characteristic of this style of singing (Henrich, Kiek, Smith, & Wolfe, 2007).

Singing voice as a tool to improve phonetical learning of French as a foreign language

Music has a favorable impact on learning processes. In language learning, the use of sung sentences facilitates the segmentation of words in a foreign language compared to spoken sentences. Therefore we can question whether exercises in singing could help to improve the phonetical learning of a foreign language. This project is consistent with the AIRS research goal of determining the use of singing in teaching of other skills and knowledge.

We have focused on the learning of French as a foreign language, and we have explored how the use of singing-voice exercises in the teaching classroom would facilitate the acquisition of French phonemes (Cornaz, Henrich, & Vallée, 2010). A preliminary experiment was conducted on Italian-speaking students learning French. The oral vowels of the Italian standard phonologic system were chosen, as they differ from those of French by the lack of two rounded anterior phonemes /y/ and /ø/. In comparing a common phonetic teaching with a reference method traditionally used for teaching/learning French as a foreign language to a similar phonetic teaching including additional singing-voice exercises, we observed that the participants who were taught with additional singing-voice exercises learned to produce the anterior phonemes /y/ and /ø/ in the acoustical regions expected for these vowels in French and to reduce markedly the confusion (overlap of scattering regions) between them and with close phonemes (in particular /i/ and /u/).
CONCLUSION

The Speech and Cognition Department of GIPSA-lab is a leading site for singing-voice research in France, linked to several laboratories in France and abroad. It participates in the management of European activities, such as the COST "Advanced Voice Function Assessment". It collaborates with the Canadian AIRS research project. It contributes to singing-voice teaching and diffusion, for instance the first French Summer School on "Sciences and Voice: a multidisciplinary approach". It participates in the organization of voice events, such as the Pan-European Voice Conference (PEVOC) in Marseille, September 2011. It welcomes collaborative exchanges with any research team involved in singing-voice research, and it may offer opportunities of short-term or long-term stay for doctoral and post-doctoral students, and for foreign professors or associate professors. It also welcomes singers and singing-teachers interested in understanding their vocal behaviors.
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